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The defendantVrespondents w€re granted summary j t dgrnent by the Honorable

Christopher E. Cahill by decision dafod February 14,2018. The trial court properly found that

plaintiff/appellant failod to exhaust his administative reinedies and was baried from bringing lhis

action on that basis, as well as being collat€relly estopped and bamed by the applicable statute of

limitations from bringing this action against the defendants/respondents and the granting of

summary judgrnent was ap,propriate.
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Point I - Whether the lower court prernaturely granted summary judgrnent. This question

should be answered in the negative.

Point II - Whether denying plaintiff/appellant's demands for discovery violated his due

process and equal protection rights. This question should be answered in the negative.

Point III - Whether the trial court was biased toward plaintif7appellant. This question

should be answered in the negative.

Point IV - Whether the lower court was touched by fraud when it granted summary

judgment. This question should be answered in the negative.

Point V * Whether the lower court properly determined that primary jurisdiction for

plaintiff/appellant's claims was more properly before the Public Service Commission. This

question should be answered in the affirmative.

Point VI - Whether the lower court properly found that plaintiff/appellant failed to exhaust

his administrative remedies and is barred from raising these claims against the

defendants/respondents. This question should be answered in the affirmative.

Point VII - Whether the lower court properly found that plaintiff/appellant was collaterally

estopped from raising these claims against the defendants/respondents. This question should be

answered in the affirmative.

Point VIII - Whether the lower court properly found that alleged breach of contract against

the defendants/respondents was not an actionable claim. This question should be answered in the

affirmative.

Point IX - Whether the trial court failed to take into account societal interests when

granting summary judgment. This question should be answered in the negative.

,



Point X - Whether plaintifflappellant was a victim of defendants/respondents alleged fraud

upon the court. This question should be answered in the negative.
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This action revolves around the installation ofa digital ERT utility meter that was installed

by the non-party, Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corp., (hereinafter referred to as "Central

Hudson") on August 13, 2008 at plaintiff/appellant's residence situate at I Fitzsimmons Lane,

Woodstock, New York (R. 56, 106). At the time, plaintifflappellant was a tenant of the pronises

and had made an application to Central Hudson to upgrade his existing electrical service (R. 48,

78). As a result, Central Hudson exchanged and installed a General Electric GE I-210 digital ERT

equipped utility meter for the then existing analog meter (R. 48). That digital meter rernained in

use without objection until March,2013 when plaintif?appellant placed a demand by a writing

that the digital meter be removed and that an analog meter be reinstalled. Plaintiff/appellant

contended that the subject digital meter emitted harmful electromagnetic waves which caused

harm to him and his partner, Raj Nevin, who was also residing at the residence (R. 660-668).

Central Hudson denied his request to reinstall the analog meter (R.84-88). On May 16,2013

plaintifflappellant himself removed the subject digital meter and installed a rsmanufactured analog

meter he purchased from Hialea Meter Company in Florida (R. 303-310). As a result, Central

Hudson terminated his electric service on May 20,2013 (R. 87-88). Cartral Hudson attempted to

resolve this matter and provide a digital non-AMR meter, which plaintifflappellant refused, and

plaintif7appellant has not had service with Central Hudson since that date (R. 430.5-432).

The two defendants/respondents, Laurito and Lant, who were officers of Central Hudson,

were sued in their individual capacities. Plaintif7appellant's theories of iiability asserted against

both defendants/respondents are predicated upon their past ernploy and positions as executive

officers ofCentral Hudson not due to any conduct by either defendants/respondents. (R. 52-62).

.
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The causes ofaction contained in plaintiffappellant's second amended complaint sound in

breach of contract, negligence, trespass, fraud and claimed violations ofhis constitutional and

statutory rights (R. 52-62).

Plaintiffappellant also suggests that there is a contract between the parties as a result ofhis

mailing a March 21, 2013 letter whereby he dernanded a sworn response by a specific date (R.

303-310).

While plaintiff/appellant concedes he received a response to his writing, he was

dissatisfied with the content of the response and suggests that the failure of the utility to respond in

the manner he directed gives rise to a breach of contract claim (R. 315-316).

Plaintiflappellant also made a complaint to the New York State Public Service

Commission (hereinafter referred to as the 'PSC'). Copies ofthe plaintif?appellant's written

submission to the PSC dated June 12, 2013, the PSC's response dated July 16,2013 and

plaintiff/appellant's reply dated July 18, 2013 are attached at pages 428-430, 430.5-433 ofthe

record.

As can be seen from the July 16,2O13 response, the PSC found against the

plaintiff/appellant and determined that the metff supplied by Central Hudson was approved by the

PSC for use and that plaintif?appellant illegally removed Central Hudson's meter and improperly

connected his own refurbished analog meter. A copy of the PSC response is attached at page

430.5-433 of the Record.

Pursuant to the PSC response, "the type of meter that Central Hudson uses when an analog

meter must be exchanged is an ERT meter which is a digital meter with a one-way communication

device that allows Central Hudson to read meters without going to each individual premises" (R.

430.5-433).

/
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As indicated in the May 16, 2017 letter from the PSC, the utility is responsible for

selecting the meter that is most appropriate for the customer's service. The upgraded service

requested by plaintifi/appellant prompted and required the new meter (R. 46-52\.

Mistakenly, plaintiff/appellant points to what is being done in other states to argue that the

same should be done in New York. Refurbished analog meters have not been approved by the

PSC for use in New York State. The PSC determined that the meter supplied to plaintifflappellant

by Central Hudson was safe and approved its use.

The defendants/respondents seek affirmance of the dismissal ofall ofplaintiffiappellant's

claims by virtue ofthe doctrines of primary jurisdiction; collateral estoppel; failure to exhaust

administrative remedies; statute of limitations and the fact the defendants/respondents did not

breach any duty to plaintiff/appellant.
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The summary judgrrent decision was not premature as argued by plaintiflappellant.

Defendants/respondents filed their motion for summary judgment in February,2017. After

the motion was served, in April, 2017,plaintiff/appellant served an interrogatory demand seeking

responses to i 52 questions (R. 705-749).

The defendants/respondents sent a letter to the court requesting that there be a stay on any

additional discovery since the summary judgrnent motion had been filed necessitating a stay on

any discovery (R. 687-689).

The trial court found that a stay ofdiscovery was warranted pending a decision on the

motion as the basis for the motion addressed questions of law and did not require "factual

discovery". Factual discovery could be completed for any claims that survived the motion (R.

687-689).

Plaintif?appellant's claim that he could not properly oppose the motion or prosecute the

case without responses to his interrogatories is wholly without merit.

Plaintiff/appellant does not specifically set forth how further discovery would reveal the

existenance of essential and/or material facts currently within the exclusive knowledge of the

defendants/respondents that are necessary to defend the action or motion (In re Estate of Venner

(235 A.D.2d 805, 653 N.Y.S.2d 150 (3d Dept., 1997).

The claim that Central Hudson could supply an analog meter taken from another property

is a mischaracterization. Central Hudson only installs new, not refurbished, meters and does not

save "old" meters for reuse (R. 46-52, 87-88).

1



The meter supplied was approved for use by the PSC (R. 80-83). So, any of the radiation

studies or affidavits and the paper written by Dr. Carpenter alleging dangers of the meter are not

relevant to this motion and in this cowt. The PSC is a regulatory agency which has specialized

knowledge and is the entity that determines what meters are approved for use in New York State

as addressed in Points V and VI at length.

In fact, all of the argumetrts for summary judgrnent are based upon legal arguments

revolving around failure to exhaust administrative remedies, primary jurisdiction, lack of

jurisdiction and statute of limitations grounds. No amount of additional discovery would change

the outcome of the motion and all claims were property dismissed in their entirety.
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Plaintiff/appellant's rights to due process and equal protection under the law were not

violated when the lower court held that further discovery was not warranted or required when he

served a 152-part interrogatory demand after the summary judgrnent motion dismissing all claims

on legal grounds was filed and stayed discovery.

The opposition papers do not raise any facts that exist that he could not address in his

opposition papers without responses to the extensive interrogatories. That is because all claims

sought to be dismissed were for legal reasons including failure to exhaust administrative rernedies,

statute of limitations or improper venue the likes of which will not change no matter how much

factual discovery is or is not exchanged.

The lower court properly agreed to stay the responses to the interrogatories and any other

discovery to determine what claims might survive the motion for summary judgrnent and to allow

service of any appropriate demands at that stage. None of the claims survived ending the debate

as to whether discovery was necessary or warranted.

This issue is addressed at length in Point I and will not be reiterated herein.

3
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The lower court was not biased against the plaintiff/appellant in granting surrmary

judgment to the defendants/respondents.

The PSC approved the meter that was provided to plaintiflappellant after he requested a

service upgrade (R. 48, 78). The PSC also determined that Central Hudson's denial of

plaintiff/appellant's request for a refirbished analog meter was proper as they are not approved for

use in New York (R. 430.5-432).

The fact that his neighbors still have analog meters does not change the result. Ifhis

neighbors upgraded their service, their meter would be changed too. The PSC has also confirmed

that analog meters are not being manufactured (R. 673-676, 677 -6'19). A sirnilar deeision fiom the

PSC was issued after the decision on this motion, which reaffirms that all of the actions taken by

Central Hudson were proper. Plainti{f/appellant participated in that hearing and provided

comments on behalf of Stop Smart Meters of Woodstock. All the questions in this motion were

addressed by the PSC in that decision and is further support that plaintiff/appellant's action should

be dismissed and that the lower court's decision should beraffimed, .A copy.of thePSC deoision-

is annexed as Exhibit "A" for the court's review,

By its determination dated July 16, 2013 (R. 430.5-432) asdlhe rnore recentdeterminatisn

on. similar grounds on December 13, 2018 (Exhibit,t'A'),1he PSC held that available research

shows that neither solid-state meters nor the AMR meters that they replace, pose a credible threat

to the health and safety of Central Hudson custom€+s. The Comrnission further found that

electromechanicalmeter technotrogy (analog meters) are obsolete and currently not in production

$ygny major meter manufacturer and that offering customers an electromechanical metor (analog

meter) as an altemative to an AMR meter is not an effective long-tem-selutien (R.677-679).

10
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WHEN IT GRANTED SI,]MMARYJUDGMENT

The lower court was not touched by fraud when granting summary judgment to

defendants/respondents as alleged by plaintiff/appellant.

Most ofwhat is raised in Point IV has already been addressed, at length, in Point III and

will not be repeated here. Suffice it to say there was no taud committed against the

plaintiflappellant and/or the court and all claims were properly dismissed when the summary

judgrnent motion was granted.
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The PSC is an administrative agency vested with the authority to investigate and adjudicate

disputes involving billing, service or termination of utility sewice (Campbell v. National Grid,

2013 NY Misc. Lexis 2252 [Sup. Ct. Queens County,2013]; Samuel Enters, Inc. v. Central

Hudson Gas & Elec. Corp.,38 Misc.3d 1235(a),2013 N.Y. Misc. Lexis 1088 [Poughkeepsie City

Co., 20131, citing Public Service Law $66, 16 NYCRR Partll; Guglielmo v. Long Island Light

Co.,83 A.D.2d 481 [2"d Dat., 1981]).

As a utility corporation, Central Hudson's operations are regulated by and are govemed by

the PSC, by its rules, regulations, orders, determinations and the Company's Tariff filed with said

agency (Rochester Gas & Electric Corp. v. Public Semice Com.,66 A.D.2d 509 [3'd Dept., 1979];

Public Service Law $51(B)(2), 31,32,35 and 43).

Plaintifflappellant concedes that he filed a complaint with the PSC (R. 428-430) and

received an unfavorable determination (R. 430.5-432).

The PSC approved the GEI-210 meter on January 25,2005, which was installed by Central

Hudson as part of the service upgrade (R. 48, 78).

Plaintifflappellant unilaterally rernoved the meter installed by Central Hudson and installed

a refurbished analog meter that he purchased on his own (R.422).

The PSC requires that the utility choose the type of meter it installs from an approved list.

Customers do not have the right to choose their meter option (R 430.5-432).

Plaintiff/appellant was afforded the opportunity to have a digital non-EMR meter at his

residence but rejected the same (R. 426). He only wanted an analog meter (R.428-430). The PSC

l3
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advised if he did not accept the meters offered, he would not have service and plaintiffiappellant

refused either meter and would only accept an analog meter (R.426).

Additionally, it has long been recognized in Matter of Curto v. N.Y. Dept. of Pub. Serv.

(140 A.D.2d 1339 [3'd Dept., 2016]) that if a utility customer is not satisfied with a PSC

determination, the remedy is to commence an Article 78 proceeding challenging the

determination.

ln Allied Chemical v. Niagara Mohawk Power Corp. (72 N.Y.2d 271 [1988] it was held

that an Article 78 proceeding following a PSC determination must be commenced within four

months.

Here the Commission's decision was dated July 16,2013, making that review long since

time barred (R. 430.5-434).

Since administrative agencies have specialized knowledge in certain areas, courts have

given deference to the agency (here the PSC) determinations and will not set the same aside unless

they are unsupported by substantial evidence, are arbitrary and capricious or an abuse ofdiscretion

(Consumer Protection Bd. v. Public Service Com.,97 A.D.zd 320 [3'd Dept., 1933]).

Where a highly technical mater is involved which is within the particular expertise ofthe

PSC, due deference will be accorded its interpretation . Consumer Protection, supra.

Its judgrnent (The PSC or agency) should oniy be set aside if it can be shown that a

rational basis or reasonable support is lacking from the record (New York TeL Co. v. Public

Service Com.,98 A.D.2d 535,538).

- Additionallyrtlre fact that there was a later Decernber 13, 2018 decision from the PSC, in

which plaintifflappellant participated, affirming the use of this meter. All of these issues he raises-

in this appeal are+nsst- The relief Mr. Romine wants, an analog meter, is not an available option

(Exhibit "A").
14
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Plaintiff/appellant failed to exhaust his administrative remedies and should be precluded

from bringing these claims now.

Plaintiffappellant sought relief from the PSC and received a determination dated July 16,

2013 that Central Hudson's actions were in compliance with the regulations and its tariff @.

430.5-432); that the meter was safe and ifhe disagreed, he should appeal the determination within

four months (R. 677 -679\ and he failed to do so and should be precluded from doing so now (East

Sixties Prop. Owners Assn. v. Cohane,l 1 Misc.3d 1065(a), 2006 NY Sup. Op. 50387(l); Allied,

*rpra; Maner of Curto, stpra.

-Also as pr*iouslystateCr$relSe issued-a*elet€ddeeision on-DeeemberJ3l0lS-&ern a- -

. petition and moti,ons in. which plaintifflappe[ant pafiicipated resolving and addressing all ofthese

issue.s and determined that.the meter supplied by Central Hudson is safe and the relief Mr. Romine

- - wants, an aselog.m€t€r, is-{rot an available.option (Exhibit !!A!l)i- walrantingdismissa[ef{H+-

action and affirming the lower court's decision in its entirery*

15
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It is equally as well settled that the doctrine of collateral estoppel affords conclusive effects

to the quasi-judicial determinations ofan administrative agency when rendered pursuant to the

adjudicatory authority of the agency (Lee v. Jones, 230 A.D.2d 435 [3d Dept., 1997); Allied

Chemical, xtpra; Ryan v. New York Tel. Co.,62N.Y.2d 49411984)).

Collateral estoppel applies not only to determination ofissues oflaw but applies to issues

of fact that have been reviewed and resolved by an administrative proceeding (Ryan, supra).

Once it has been determined that an agency has statutory authority to "adjudicate" a matter

and if that determination is reasonably based, it must be upheld and followed.

Plaintiff/appellant is raising the same issues in this lawsuit that were raised before the PSC

of (1) whether Central Hudson properly installed the GE-I-210 meter; (2) whether it was safe due

to his heath concems; and (3) whether plaintifVappellant had the right to rernove the Central

Hudson meter. These issues have all been "litigated" by the PSC and should not be "relitigated"

herein.

The PSC determined that Central Hudson exchanged plaintiff/appellant's and others

analog meters in compliance with Public Service Law regulations (R. 430.5-434); that the meter

was approved by the PSC; that the public was notified of the opportunity to address approval of

the meter in question pursuant to the New York State Administrative Procedure Act and there

were no objections (R. 677-678). Plaintif?appellant's assertions to the contrary, no other notice of

the hearings was required (R.677-678) and he is not entitled to the remedy he requests.

+0
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Plaintifflappellant's claim that defendants/respondents breached a contract and are liable to

him is wholly without support.

Plaintiffiappellant suggests that there is a contract between the parties as a result ofhis

mailing of a March2l,2013 letter he entitled a'Notice of Demand" and a later'Notice of

Default" dated April 9, 2013 . He argues that he did not receive a proper response to his demand

and as such, defendants/respondents acquiesced to his unilateral removal and replacement ofthe

meter. Nothing could be further from the truth.

First, there is no such discovery device as a Notice of Demand to remove a utility meter.

Second, plaintiflappellant received a response from Daniel Harkenrider, a service supervisor and

Paul A. Colbert, Associate General Counsel (R. 87-89). There was no failure to respond.

Each advised plaintiffiappellant he could not choose his own meter (R. 87-89).

Plaintiflappellant's attempt to argue that there was acceptance due to silence is equally

unavailing. No such theory exi sts (Gray v. Kaufman Dairy & Ice Cream Co., 162 N.Y. 388

[1e00]).

Moreover, plaintiff/appellant concedes that he received a response to his writing. The fact

that he did not like the response does not mean a response was not given, even though there was

no obligation to do so (R. 87-89). There was no contract to breach and his claim should be

dismissed.

S
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The lower court did not overlook societal interest by ganting defendantVrespondent's

summary judgrnent. This is not the standmd by which the decision should be reviewed.

The PSC which is the agency tasked with approving electrical meters for use in New York

and it has determined that the meter in question is safe. The lower court must, and did, defer that

determination when it found primary jurisdiction rests with the PSC, unless it is found that there is

no basis for the daermination, which the record evidences is not the case. The lower court's

dismissal should be affirmed in its entirety.
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For the same reasons that a fraud was not committed against the lower cour! a fraud was

not committed against the plaintiffappellant and the lower court dismissal should be affirmed in

its entirety.

The issue of fraud was addressed in Points III and IV and will not be repeated herein at

length.

The meter was approved by the PSC. The PSC confirmed that analog meters are no longer

manufactured and that no utility in New York State uses refurbished meters, making it impossible

for those statements to be fraudulent as suggested by plaintiflappellant.
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CONCLUSION

The defendants/respondents have shown tbat the meter in question was approved by the

PSC, was detennined by the agency to be safe, that plaintiff/appellant cannot choose what meter

will be supplied and that the option he wants is not available.

Triable issues of fact do not exist warranting sr.rmmary judgment. The lower court's

decision slrould be affirmed in its enthety.

Dated: Jamary22,2020

Respectfrrlly zubmitted,

d^^,Llt
8 iH 6B(7 A:HH
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At a session of the Public Service
Commission held in the City of
New York on December 13, 20]-8
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.lohn B. Rhodes, Chair
Gregg C. Sayre
Diane X. Burman
.rames S. Alesi

86H: +.'B' +30 Tariff filing by Central Hudson Gas & Electric
Corporation to Establish Fees Eor Residential
Customers $lho Choose to Opt Out of Using
Automated Meter Reading Devices.
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8UgY +.'B' +30 WYbhfU` =iXgcb Ddh} Dih IUf]ZZg cfXYf
Granting, In Part, And Denying,
Modifications of Opt-Out Tariff
(Modification Order).
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SSMWNY petition would be treated under the Commission's rules as
a Petition for Reconsideration. 2

In this Order, the Commission denj-es, in their
entirety, the petitions for rehearing and reconsideration
(Petitions) filed by SSMNY and SSMWNY (collectively referred to
as "Petitioners").

768 GDJC9

On September 8, 2014, the Conunission approved tariff
amendments filed by Central Hudson establishing fees for
residential customers who choose to opt-out of using Automated
Meter ReadinS (AUR) devj-ces.3 The tariffs allow residential
customers to opt out of using AMR meters that are equipped with
radio frequency (RE) transmitters and pay a monthly fee to
reflect the costs of manually reading the meter. These tariffs
also authorize the Company to replace the AI'1R meter with a

standard (typicalLy solid-state) non-communicating meter.
on May 29, 20L5, and thereafter, various petitions were

filed to amend the opt-out tariff (Modification Petitions) by
various ratepayers, and others. The Modification Petitions
requested that the Connission order Central Hudson to a1low
customers participating in the opt-out program to retain their
instafled ef ectromechanica] meters, and/or to offer
electromechanica] meters as a repLacement for instaLled AMR meters.
Additionally, these Modification Petitions asked the conmission to
order that customers ,.,ho opt-out wil-f not be subject to the one-
time meter change fee or the monthly non-AMR meter reading fee.
The Modification Petitions alleged that RF and other

Case 14-M-0196, supra., Notice with Respect to
Rescission, In Part, And Modification (issued
201'l ) (Secretary' s Notice).

Petition
December 1,

Case 14-M-0196, supra., order Approving Proposed Tariff
Amendments (issued Septemlcer 8, 2074 ) (opt-Out order) .
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electromagnetic field (EME) emissions from AMR meters, as well as
the soLid state or "digita]" meters that would replace them, pose
health and safety risks, which the Comrission shouLd have
considered when establishing opt-out fees. The Modification
Petitions further allege that the risks created by these meters can
only be alleviated if the Company furnishes an elect romechani ca I or
"analog" meter . 4

In the Modification Order, the Conmission found that
available research shows that neither solid-state meters nor the
AlulR meters they repLace pose a credible threat to the health and
safety of Central Hudson customers. The Commission further found
that e lectromechani ca 1 meter technology is obsolete and currentl-y
not in production by any major meter manufacturer, and that
offering customers an electromechanical meter as an alternative to
an AMR meter is not an effective l"ong-term solution. The
Commission therefore declined to order Central Hudson to offe.r
customers an e le ctromechani ca I meter option.

The Conmission also affirrned its concfusion in the Opt-
Out Order that reasonable cost-based fees properly balance,the
concerns of customers who opt-out with other customers' interests
in achieving optimally efficient utility operations. For customers
who currently have an AMR meter installed at their premises,
payment of a one-time meter change fee to cover the cost of
replacing the meter with a non-AMR meter is appropriate; however,
the Corunission determined that the monthl-y non-AMR neter reading
fees CentraL Hudson assessed on opt-out customers are not
appropriate because the strategy the Company has employed to
implement AMR generates 1itt1e or no labor savings. Central Hudson

As in the Modification Order, this Order will use the terms
"efectromechanical" and "sofid-state" when referring to the
respective meter types. except when directly quoting a party's
comments that refer to them as "anafog" and "digita1, "
respectively.

-3-
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was directed to, and fiLed, amended tariffs that withdrew the
mont.hl y meter reading fees.

I=: E:I I+ CH
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In its petition, SSMNY contends that the Commission, in
its Modification Order, committed errors both of fact and ]aw.
SSMNY states that the Commission ignored facts that were presented,
including a petition signed by over 1,000 Woodstock residents.
Further, SSMNY al-leges that the Conmission refused to consider
certain comments, and claims that Michele Hertz, its prj-ncipal, was
verbally advised on March 24, 201'7, that no more connents reLating
to heafth would be posted in this proceeding.

SSMNY further states that the Commission erred in making
a public policy decision and not reaching a scientific conclusion,
and thereby failed to examine scientific evidence, and further
failed to investigate health and safety-reLated compl-aints.
Specifically, SSMNY states that the Modj-fication Order:

. Refers to information and misinformation relating to AMI

meters taken from the Electric Power Research Institute
(EPRI), an organization funded by the electric utility
industry, and government regulators f.rom other states relating
to utility meters that are not the same as those being
installed by Centra.l- Hudson;

. IncorrectLy states that e lectromechani ca 1 meters are not
available;

. Incorrectly states that el ect romechani ca I meters do not comply
with ANSI standards i

. Incorrectly states that e l- ectromechani ca 1 meters are difficult
to fix;

. Eails to address the electrica] fire hazards of transmitting
and non-transmitting solid-state meters i

-4-
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. Risks public hea.l-th by not disclosing that solid-state meters
have ri sks;

. Endangers public health by relying on 30-year-o1d Federal
Communications Commission (or FCC) guidelines as a benchmark
for RF radiation safety,

. Falsely suggests that studies show there is no harm from 1ow
1evel (non-therma1, non-ionizing) RE radiation exposure, and
dismisses the Biolnitiative Report based only on industry
opinion and without any scientific analysis;5

o Fails to mention the United States government study released
by the National Toxicology Program (NTP) in 2016;

o Fails to address the exposure to RF radiation by New York
State residents who live with AMI /AMR meters inside their
homes or residents who live near banks of transmitting utility
meters in apartment buildings; and,

. Incorrectly concludes that solid-state meters are no different
than other electronic devices used inside and outside the home
such as electric razots, coffee makers, cameras, and ce.l-1
phones, a1l- of which have devices that convert AC to DC.

SSMNY asks the Comnission to provide afl testing that
was required or performed on sol-id-state meters before the
meters r.rere approved, including testing for RF radiation
emissions exposure, electrical fire safety and meter accuracy,
SSMNY a.Iso asks that the Cornmission provide all cost analyses or
cost studies relating to the installation of solid-state meters.
Finally, SSMNY asks for rehearing of the Modification Order.6

David O. Carpenter, MD, and Cindy Sage, MA (eds.),
Biolnitiative 2Ol2 (Decemlcer 20L2), a'vaiLable at
http : / /wl,w, bioinitiative. orgltable-of -contents,/.
Case 14-M-0L96, Petition for Rehearing of Stop Smart Meters NY
(f iled November 7'7 , 2011 ) .
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SSMWNY's petition claims that the process leading to
Commission approval of the Aclara (former.ly GE) I-210 meters
(among the types of AMR meters used by Centra.I Hudson) was
flawed because the Commission took no action to inforn the
public of the petition, other than publication in the State
Reqister.T Despite the petitions signed by over 1,000 people,
and resolutions fifed by two counties and four municipalities,
SSMWNY states the Corunission improperly approved installation of
solid-state meters without the consent of customers,s

SSMWNY afso states that the Commission ignored
additional articles, independent of the utility industry, that
discuss or posit potential j-mpacts that may be associated with
solid-state meters. SSMWNY states that so.l-id-state meters
produce alleged "dirty efectricity, " conslstj-ng of high voltage
transients, which causes biological harm. SSMWNY cites severaf
studies as supportive of its contention.

SSMWNY further refers to several studies purporting to
show that low level EMF also cause adverse biological effects.
Another set of studies cited by SsMwNY purports to document an
ernerging understanding of el-ectro-hypersensitivity syndrome
(EHS). SSMWNY states that the Commisslon erred in, ignoring this
body of .Iiterature. SSMWNY claims that there are no peer-
reviewed studies documenting the safety of sofid-state meters,
and that the utility industry studies shoufd be compared to

8UgY .':'+,, #-YbYfU :`YWhf]W ',+ :`Y8hf]8 hm BYhYf1

ibh h`YX DfXYf #]ggiYX YVfiUfm +.
',+ UbW` ',+ W :`YWhf]W hm BYhY

2005); Case 07-E-1503, cE
rs, Untitled Order (issued

June 26, 2008 ) .

The resolutions were filed by Dutchess County, Ulster
the Town of Woodstock, the Town of Gardiner, the City
Kingston, and the Town of Olive.S

'0'
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studies funded by the tobacco industry, promoting the safety of
tobacco.

SSMWNY also criticizes the Commission's reLiance on
three documents to support its conclusion that AMR,/AMI meters
have no adverse health effects. SSMWNY offers a few articl-es
that critique these documents.

SSMWNY states that the Commission has ignored the
findings of the World Health Organization (WHO) regarding the
cfassification of RE EME as a Class 28 possible carcinogen.
SSMWNY lists several articfes critiquing the findings of severaL
of the smart meter reports cited in the Modification Order,
including the Californj.a Report, the Michigan Report, the Texas
Report, and the Vermont Report. e

SSMWNY states that the Commission lgnored the fact
that refurbished (SsMwNY prefers the term "rernanufactured" )

el,ectromechanical meters are avail-ab1e from several vendors, and
that such meters can meet American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) C12 accuracy standards. SSMWNY states that Central
Hudson still- has approximately 150,000 electromechani cal meters
in service, and that 13 other states alLow el- ect romechan.i ca f
meters to be used by customers who opt-out of AMR/AMI meters.
SSMIVNY states that the Corunission inappropriately cited to
studies from California, Texas and vermont to support its
decision because these states alfow electromechanical meters to
be used,

gYY 8U`]Zcfb U 8cibW] cb HW]YbWY UbX IYW bc c[m =YU`h
`adUWhg cZ GUX]c fYeiYbWm Zfca HaUfh BYhYfg # UbiUfm , ++
#8U` Zcfb]U GYdcfh & 8UgY J'+1 GYdDfh hD h Y `B]W ][Ub
EiV` W gYfj]WYQ8cf b]gg]cb # ibY ,3 , +, #B]8 ][Ub GYdcfh
EiV 8 Jh + hm 8D ab]HH]Db DZ IYMUH =YU`h UbX G :B Zfca
6XKUb8YX BYhYfg #9YWY]bVYf , +, #IYlUg GYdcfh & UbX KYfacbh
9YdUfhaYbh cZ =YU h "]GUX]c fYeiYbWm GUX]Uh cb UbX =YU h 4
HaUfh BYhYfgh"# YVfiUfm + , +, #KYfacbh GYdcfh Ug W]hYX ]b
h Y BcX Z WUh]cb DfXYf(
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Further, SSMWNY contends that the Sacramento Municipal
Utility District (SMUD) study cited by Central Hudson purporting
to show that electromechanical meters emit more EME than solid-
state meters is flawed because the measurement device used in
that study only measures magnetic fields, not EME. Eina1ly,
SSMWNY states that telephone companies and their insurance
carriers have taken measures to protect themselves from
potential litigation due to the harm caused by wireless devices.

Based on the foregoing, SSMWNY demands that the
Commission: (i) rescind the Modification Order and al.Iow
refurbished electromechanical meters to be used, (ii) direct
Central Hudson to have alf electromechanical meters it removes
from service refurbished and stored for future use; (iii) a11ow
customers to specify an electromechanical meter when opting out
of the AMR meter program,10

In an addendum to its petition, filed on December 4,
2017, SSMWNY states that the Commission erred in approving the
Aclara I-210 meter without extending the cornment period, after
no cornnents were received. and without consideration of the
adverse health effects. SSMWNY states that the Commission
committed an error of fact, colfaborating with Central Hudson to
identify the Aclara I-210 as an encoder/receiver,/transmitter
(ERT) meter, when it is in fact a "smart" meter.

SSMWNY states that the Commission lacked authority and
engaged in "rogue" rulemaking when mandating that only solid-
state meters may be used because such meters do not comply with
the terms of the Company's tariff and the Commission's
regulations. SpecificalIy, SSMWNY argues that Central- Hudson's
tariff and the Commission's regulations refer to a "meter, "
which does not encompass the transmitting solid-state meters

+ 8UgY +.'B' +30 EYh h cb hc GYgW]bX DfXYf cZ Hhcd HaUfh BYhYfg
LccXghcW_ CN #Z `YX CcjYaVYf , , +1 #HHBLCN EYh h cb (K
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being installed on customers' houses. SSMWNY claims that the
Commission is negfigent in allowing the Company to defiver
"dirty electricity" and, further, that compelling customers to
accept such meters violates the Fourth Amendment of the United
States Constitution. SSMWNY states that the Conmission further
erred in requiring "conclusive" proof of public harm in order to
adopt the Modification Petitions, and inappropriately used the
ECC standard in determining whether solid-state meters are safe.
In addition, it contends that the studies by the Michigan publ-ic
Service Commission, the Public Utility Commission of Texas and
the British Columbia Utilities Commission, cited by the
Commission in its Modificatlon Order, did not investigate the
effects of l-ong term exposure to RF from smart meters. SSMWNY

states that it is improper for the Commission to determine the
acceptable 1evel of risk from solid-state meters, which should
be up to the homeowner or occupant.

SSMWNY alleges that the Commission further fail-ed to
note that the various studies it refied on in issuing the
Modification Order cite the same reports, all industry-sponsored
and written by individuafs with questionabfe credentials to
opine on pubfic heal-th matters. SSMWNY argues that it was an
error for the Commission to conclude that the WHO classification
of Cfass 28 applies onfy to cef l-ul-ar phones, and that the
Commission further erred in determining that the radlation from
smart meters originates outside the home, as the "dirty
electricity" is pervasive throughout the home.

SSM9,INY states that the Commission committed errors of
fact in determining that research has not shown any negative
heafth impacts from low level RF transmissions, and in failing
to account for the information contained in the Biolnitiative
Report and other reports that document such harm. SSMWNY states

-9-
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that, to the contrary, there are no studies that document the
absence of such harm.

SSMWNY contends that furnishing a solid-state meter to
customers who opt-out is not a proper remedy because such meters
sti1l produce "dirty electrlcity. " SSMWNY further states that
the Commission erred drastically in concluding that
electromechanical- meters emit more EMF than sofid state meters,
because efectromechanical neters produce magnetic fields without
an electric field, and further that solid state meters produce
voftage transients and cannot be turned off like other co[unon
household appliances.

SSWMNY afso states that the commission erred in
stating that eLectromechanical- meters need repair and
replacement, and that the Comrnission misquotes 16 NYCRR S93.5
because that regulation states that a meter manufacturer may

also apply for approval of a new meter type, which SSMIflNY states
it has arranged. According to SSMWNY, the Comission further
erred in stating that customers may not supply their own meter,
because SMUD states that it supports an individuaf's choice in
selecting a meter, and that continuing to supply
electromechanical meters is not a viable, long term solution,
and is not in the public interest.ll

In a fetter fi.led on February L5, 20L8, SSMWNY takes
issue with the Secretary's Notice, which stated that the SSMWNY

petition "does not state an error of law or fact or new

11 Case 14-M-0195, Addendum to Petition (fifed Decemlcex 4, 2Ol'7).
Between october 31 and Noveroer 14, 207'7, prior to filing its
petition for reconsideration and addendum, SSMWNY filed over a
dozen documents, styled as conments on the Modification Order.
These corments generally set forth the same arguments offered
in the SSMWNY petition for reconsideration and its addendum,
and wilf not be summarized or discussed here.

-10-
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circumstances warranting a rehearing,"12 Specifically, SSMigNy

asserts that the Secretary's Notice did not account for SSMWNY's
addendum to its petitlon, vrhich purportedly identifies 25 errors
of l-aw and fact refating to the Modification Order.

CDI 8: D EGDEDH:9 GJA: B6 C

Pursuant to the State Administrative Procedure Act
(SAPA) 5202(1), Notices of Proposed Rulemaking were published in
h Y HhUhY Register on Decernber 20, 2077 [SAPA Nos. 14-M-0196Sp4
and 14-M-0196SP51. The time for submission of comments pursuant
to the Notices expired on February 5, 20f8. The comments
received are summarized below.

EJ7A 8 8DBB:CIH

More than 200 comments have been filed in support of
the Petitions herein, although several parties posted muftiple
comments, and some were from individuafs who either do not
reside in Central Hudson's service territory or in New York
State. Those posted include more than 40 comments containing
the statement "I support Stop Smart Meters Woodstock NYrs
petition for rescinding the PSC Order in part, and have [sjc] a

reconsideration of using analog meters as an opt-out choice; "

12 Secretary's Notice, p. 1. SSMWNY's initiaf submissions f i.l-ed
within the 3O-day timeframe for serving petitions for
rehearing failed to state errors of law or fact or new
circumstances warranting rehearing. On November l'l , 2017, Lhre
Secretary to the Commission granted SSMVINY a two-week
extension of time to submit a discretionary "request for
recons j-derat ion, " and cautioned SSMWNY that the extension
would not tolf the statute of limitations, as woul-d a properly
filed petition for rehearing. The Secretary did not extend
SSMWNY's time to submit a petition for rehearing. Therefore,
the "addendum" filing submitted pursuant to the Secretary, s
extension did not convert SSMWNY' s original request for
discretionary reconsj-deration into a properly-fi1ed petition
for rehearing.

'++'
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and more than 50 with the statement "I support Stop Smart Meters
NY's petition for a rehearing in Case 14-M-0L96.'

Co(unents in support of the petitions were filed by
severaf publ-ic officiafs, although several also expressed
appreciation for the Commission's careful review of the matter.
These include comments filed by Michael P. Hein, Ulster County
Executive; select members of the Ufster County Legislature;
select members of the Dutchess County Legislature; George A.
Amedore, Jr., New York State senator, 45th District; Rich Parete,
Supervisor, Town of !4arb.Ietown; and Mike Baden, Supervisor, Town

of Rochester. Other conrments in support of the petitions from
public officials outside of Central Hudson's service territory
were filed by James Seward, New York State Senator, 51st
District; Andrea Stewart-Cous ins, New York State Senator, 35th
District, and Senate Democratic Conference Leader; She11y Mayer,
New York State Senator, 3?th District; Thomas J. Abinanti, New

York State Assemlcl-lman, 92nd District, NiLy Rozic, New York State
Assenblywoman, 25th District; and Peter Swiderski, Mayor, City of
Hast ings-on-Hudson .

9 H8JHH+ C

Pursuant to 15 NYCRR S3.7(b) , rehearing may be sought
only on the grounds that the Commission corunitted an error of
1aw or fact or that new circumstances warrant a different
determination. Although not specifically addressed in the
Comnission's regul-ations, reconsideration may be granted where
the petitioner demonstrates that a modification to the prior
order would serve the public interest.

The issues raised by SSMNY and SSMWNY were properly
considered and rejected by the Commission in the Modification
order. Petitioners have not demonstrated any error of law or
fact or any new circumstances that would warrant rehearing of

'+,'
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the Modification Order. Moreover, SSMWNY has fai.Ied to
demonstrate that its proposed modifications are in the public
interest such that the Cornission shoul-d reconsider the
Modification Order. Therefore, and for the reasons discussed
herein, the Petitions are denied.

As a threshold matter, the Corunission maintains that
it carefully considered afl the evidence previously presented in
its Modification Order, including the additiona.I signatures to
the original petitions, and the various Town and County
resolutions. Each of the more than 30 filings made by the
parties was individually summarized and discussed. The
Modification Order specifically notes the 125 public connents
that were received through october 4, 20L'l .13 Any contention
that the Corunission ignored facts or information, or prematurely
truncated the corment period, is contrary to the record and is
incorrect.
Meter Safety

In the Modification Order, the Commission determined
that research has not estabJ-ished any negative health impacts
from Iow levef RE transmissions; nor are there any scientific
studies supporting a concfusion that RF transmissions from
utility meters have negative heafth impacts. The evidence
supporting this determination includes more than 100 peer-
reviewed scientific studies, testimony in various proceedings in
other jurisdictions offered by internationally renowned experts.
and exposure regulations in the United states, and elsewhere.
The Commission provided a detaiLed, thorough discussion of these
matters in the Modification Order and will- not repeat that
discussion at Length here.

13 Modification order, p. 18,
'+-'
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The crux of the errors of fact alleged in the
Petitions is that the Petitioners believe all research conducted
by or for the utility industry is biased, and that various
regulatory agencies, presumably including the Commission, are
"captured" by the entities they regulate. As a result, the
Petitioners question the legitimacy of evidence suggesting the
safety of solid-state meters as suspect and give it little
weight. Conversely, the Petitioners cite at ]ength to a

refatively smalf number of researchers, who posit a potential
nexus between low level EMF exposure and heafth risks.l{ For
example, in arguing that voltage transients cause biologicaL
harm, SSMWNY cites seven studies, all authored or co-authored by
two individuals, Sam Milham and Magda Havas.15

There is a significant body of literature addressing
power quality issues as they pertain to sensitive electronic
equipment (e.9., computers) and very }ittle l-iterature
pertaining to alleged health effects, Power guaLity parameters
include continuity of service (i.e., freedom from momentary
interruptions), variations in voltage or current (whether
transient or otherwise) , and the degree of harmonic content
(i.e., distortions) in AC waveforms. Power qual-ity issues can
have a demonstrable effect on sensitive electronic equipment;
however, the concerns raised by SSMWNY relate to "dirty
electricity" emanating from solid-state meters as an alleged
additional- source of fow level EMF.

The Journal of Exposure Science & Environmental
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studies authored by Milham and Havas. The following provides
the ful] abstract from that article:

Environmental exposure to high-frequency voLtage
transients (HEVT), also termed dirty electricity, has
been advocated among electro (hLper ) sensitive interest
groups as an important biological active component of
standard efectromagnetic pollution. A literature
search was conducted in PubMed, in which onfy seven
articles were identified. Exposure to HEVT was
associated wj-th increased cancer risks, whll-e
preferential- removal of 4-100 kHz HFVT from 50-50H2 ELF
circuits was .l-inked to a variety of improvements in
health (plasma glucose level-s in diabetic patients,
slmptoms of multiple sclerosis, asthma and other
respiratory illnesses, and insomnia), well-being
(tiredness, frustration, general health, irritation,
sense of satisfaction, mood), and student behavior.
However, all these published studies were subject to
significant methodological flaws in the design of the
studies, the assessment of exposure, and the
statistical analysis, which prevented val-id assessment
of a causal link between this exposure metric and
adverse effects. Environmental exposure to HFVT is an
interesting EMF exposure metric, which might explain
the spurious results from epidemiological studies
using 'standard' ELF and RE exposure metrics,
However, at present. methodological problems in
published studies prohibit the valid assessment of its
biological activity.16

Contrary to the Petitioners' assertions, the
Cornmission in the Modification Order extensively reviewed the
WHO literature concernj-ng 1ow 1evel EMF exposure, and the
associated matter of EHS. The WHo currentfy offers the
following informatj-on on its website:

Conclusions from Scientific Research
In the area of biological effects and medical
applications of non-ionizing radiation approximatefy
25,000 articles have been published over the past 30

Where, And Should We Care?" Journal of Exposure Science and
Environmental Epidemiof oqv

16 De Vocht, Erank, BSc, MSc, PhD., "'Dirty Electricity,: I{hat,
(2010) , Vol . 20, pp. 399-405,

available at https :,//www.nature,com/articl-es,/jes20108,
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years. Despite the feefing of some people that more
research needs to be done, scientific knowledge in
this area is now more extensive than for most
chemica.Is. Based on a recent in-depth review of the
scientific literature, the WHO concfuded that current
evidence does not conf.irm the existence of any health
consequences from exposure to low leve1
electromagnetic fields. However, some gaps in
knowledge about biological effects exist and need
further research.

Effects on General Hea.Ith
Some members of the pub11c have attributed a diffuse
col.l,ection of slmptoms to 1ow levels of exposure to
electromagnetlc fields at home. Reported symptoms
include headaches, anxiety, suicide and depression,
nausea, fatigue and loss of fibido. To date,
scientific evj-dence does not support a link between
these symptoms and exposure to eLectromagnetic fields.
At l-east some of these health problems may be caused
by noise or other factors in the environment, or by
anxiety related to the presence of new technofogies.lT

SSMNY states that the Commj-ssion improperly discounted
the information contained in the Biolnitiative Report and failed
to mention the United States government study re]eased by the
NTP in 2016. The Modification Order noted that the
Biolnitiative Report has been widely criticized by government
research agencies and subject matter experts on the basis that
the report recomrnended safety limits that were not supported by
the weight of scientific evidence, included selection bias in
severaL research areas, and lacked objectivity and bal-ance.18
Regarding the NTP study, the NTP 2015 Annual Report states:

In May 2015, NTP refeased preliminary study findings
on cancer and cell- phone radiofreguency radj-ation 1n
rats. Previous human observational studies have found

17 Worfd llea.l-th organization, "Electromagnet i c Eields - Sunmary
of Health Effects, " available at http: //www.who. int/peh-
emf /about /What iSEME/enl indexl . html- .

18 Modification Order, p. 32.
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limited evidence for an increased risk of concern from
ce11 phone use. In these new studies, NTP scientists
found .Iow .incidences of tumors in the brains and
hearts of male rats, but not in femafe rats. Mi,ce
studies are ongoing.le

The research overview indicates that, for the studies,
rats were exposed to frequencies and modulations used in voice
caLLs and texting. SpecificaIly, the rats were exposed for ten-
minute on, ten-minute off increments, totaling just over nine
hours a day from before birth through two years of age.

As noted in the Modification Order, ce]1 phone
exposure to RF emissions is both higher than and different from
exposures from a meter transmitter.20 The exposure from ce1lu1ar
phones near the body and head exceed AMR meter exposures by two
to four orders of magnitude. These relative exposure levels
establish frames of reference and suggest that, even if there
were a credibfe safety threat refated to RF exposure from
celfular phones, those concerns woul-d be significantly reduced
for RE exposures from AMR meters, and even more so for solid-
state devices not equipped with RF transmj-tters.

It may be that some studies offered by the Petitioners
suqgest adverse hea.l-th effects associated with low l-eveL
exposures to RF/EME; however, one must use caution when relying
solely on the results of individual- research studies because
conflicts or inconsistencies may exist among the results of
individual studies. Moreover, many of the studies. suggesting
adverse health effects suffer from serious methodological fIaws,
and the Comrnission therefore does not credit them.21 In this

1e National Toxicology Program, "Annual Report for Fiscal Year
2016," 12017), page 6. Available at
https : //ntp. niehs . nih. gov,/annualreport/2015.

20 Modification order, p. 44.
note Erro!! BookErlk Dot d€fiDcld..
-!'7-

,, !gg. e.q., De Vocht, supra,
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case, the welght of scientific evidence supports the
Commission' s concfusions.

Of the three documents SSMWNY a1l-eges the Commission
improperly relied upon in reaching its decision, two are not
cited in the Modification Order, although that Order cites a

different EPRI study, which SSMWNY may discount because the
report was sponsored by EPRI .22 The third is an FCC buJ-.1-etin
regarding its RF/EME exposure guidelines.

Petitioners state that the Commission erred in
applying the FCC emissions standard, which they cfaim is
outdated. The Modification Order extensively discussed the ECC

standards, and noted that, while the FCC recently invited and
received comments regarding whether its RF exposure limits and
policies need to be reassessed, no updates or changes to the ECC

exposure limits have been made.23 In addition, Petitioners' main
concern regarding the FCC standards is that they do not account
for non-thermaf effects. As discussed in the Modification
order, however, there is currently insufficient scientific
evidence that would support a causal relationship between non-
thermal fevels of RP exposure and negative health effects.
Given this lack of scientific evidence, there is no basis to
determine that additionaL standards should be applied, nor that
the absence of standards related to non-thermal effects renders
the fCC standards inadequate.

SSMWNY cfaims that there are no peer-reviewed studies
documenting the safety of solid-state meters; however, asking

,, I Y HiV^Y8h XD8i`bYbhH UfY an article in the Utilities Telecom
Journal authored by Klaus Bender, PE; and an EPRI Journa.l
articfe entitled "A Perspective on Radio-Frequency Exposure
Associated with Residentiaf Automatic Meter Reading
Technology. " Neither document was cited in the Modification
order.

23 Modification order, p. 21 .
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the utility to prove that such meters pose no risk at all under
any exposure scenario is not reasonable. That there may be a

very small quantum of articfes positing a potential- risk does
not mean that sol-id-state meters are unsafe, especially given
the quality and quantity of peer-reviewed articles pointing to
the opposite conclusion. On balance, and in the exercise of our
discretion here, the corunission concludes that the material
cited by Petitioners in the Petitions does not compel a change
in course by the Commission.

It further cannot be concl-uded that a zero-exposure
levef is the only reasonable level of risk to al-1ow for a

positive safety finding. Man-made forms of RE/EMF are
omnipresent in modern society, from older radio/TV transmissions
to modern wireless phones and Wi-Ei technologies. It is simply
impossible for central- Hudson, or any other utility, to prove with
the degree of certainty sought by SSMNY or SSMIVNY that low level RF

emissions have no potential to cause harm under a]L circumstances.
Such a requirement or standard of proof logical1y would lead
directfy to the imp.l"ication that a]] RF emittlng devices shoul-d be
banned and would afso raise questions about other utility
f aci]-ities and practices .

SSMWNY states that the Commission erred in finding
that electromechanical meters emit more EMF than solid-state
meters, because the measurement device used in the cited SMUD

study only measures magnetic fields, not EMF.2a Without engaging
in a lengthy discussion of the physics of EME, the Commission
notes that electric and magnetic fiefds have been thought of as
two parts of a greater whole, i.e., electromagnetic fields, for
more than a century, In addition, whil-e electric and magnetic

24 sacramento Municipal Utility District, "How Do lle Measure
Smart Meter Usage" Avaifable at https: / /www, smud. or
lnf ormation,/How-do-we-Measure-Usage .

g/ en /Rate-
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field strength can be measured separateLy, magnetic fields are
typically the focus of public health concerns related to EME.

Furthermore, whi-Ie the SMUD measurements are furnished in
milligauss (mG) - a measure of magnetic field strength - there
is no reason to believe that measurements taken in mill-ivol"ts
per meter (mv/m) - the measure of electric field strength -
would have produced a different resuft.

Final1y, SSMWNY states that that the process leading
to Corunlssion approval of the Aclara I-210 meters, among the
tlpes of AMR meters used by Central Hudson, was flawed because
the Commission took no action to inform the public of the
petition, other than publication in the State Register. Among
other things, SSMWNY states that the Commission should have
extended the comment period and accuses the Commission of
"collaborating with Central- Hudson by calling the GE-I 210
meters an ERT meter and not a smart meter when in fact it is a

smart meter. "2s
SAPA defines the obligations and procedures of New

York State agencies, including the commission, in the
development of rules and regulations, as weff as how such
agencies conduct hearings and proceedings. SAPA establishes
standards for the conduct of rul-emakings and requires the
Corunission to keep the public lnformed of rul"emaking activitles,
and to provide an opportunity for pubLic comnent and
participation in the rufemaking process. These steps are
meticulously followed and documented in a1f Commission
proceedings, including the proceedings leading to approval- of
Central Hudson' s AMR meters.26
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The Cornmission therefore compLied fulfy with al-1
notice requirements under applicable Iaw. Given that no
comments were received, there would have been no reason to
extend the colunent period or ho.Ld further proceedings.2T
SSMWNY's objections are without merit.

The Cornmission has previously defined what it
considers to be advanced metering infrastructure (AMI), the
precise term for what is generally referred to as "smart"
meters.28 AMR meters such as those deployed by Central Hudson
are lacking in many essentiaL features of smart meters. The
principal characteristj-c of Central Hudson's meters that
distinguishes them from a standard solid-state meter is the
inclusion of an ERT, which is what provides AMR functionality
(and emits RF radiation) . Regardless of the precise namer we

understand that the Petitioners would prefer to be supplied
electromechanical meters, and to avoid solid-state meters
entirely, not just those, such as i{.I,IR or AMI meters, that are
equipped with ERTs.
Availability of Electromechanical Meters

Major meter manufacturers have not produced new

electromechanical- meters for more than two decades. As noted in
the l,lodification order, utility meters have followed a similar
path with other electrically-powered devices, moving from
electromechanicaf technofogy to solid-state designs. While
refurbished electromechanica f meters are conmerciaLly availabl-e,

27 The Commission issues many notices pursuant to SAPA and often
no conments are received in response. Extending the cornment
period or holding further proceedings in such situations woul-d
be impractical and unreasonable.

28 Case 09-M-0074, In the Matter of Advanced Metering
Infrastructure, Order Adopting Minimum Functional Requirements
Eor Advanced Metering Infrastructure Systems and Initiating an
Inquiry Into Benefit-Cost Methodologies (issued Eebruary 13,
2009 ) .
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the fact that no new electromechanica.l meters are being produced
necessarj-]y means that refurbished devices will be in ever-
dwindling suppl-y, and no New York State utility company has
chosen to utilize then. As noted in the Modification Order, the
utility is responsible for reading, maintaining, and ensuring the
accuracy of the meter. The Commission's regufations therefore
require that utilities (and certain other authorized entities, such
as a competitive meter service provider) apply for approval- of a
particular meter type. SSMWNY is correct that manufacturers may
also apply; however, such applications must be accompanied by a

statement of a utility confirming that it intends to use the
specific meter.2e

In deciding hrhether it is cost-effective to use a

given meter type, utilities must ensure that there is a reliable
source and supply, not only of the meters themselves, but of the
parts and manufacturer support needed to maintain and repair
them. The utilities must ensure that their readers are trained
to read the meters (and to identify tampering and other meter
problems), and that their technicians are trained to repair any
identified issues with the meters. If refurbished meters are
deployed, and later found to be inaccurate or unrefiabfe, the
utility would be held responsible. civen the uncertainties
surrounding the use of refurbished meters, Central Hudson and
other New York state utilities have, to date, been unwilling to
sponsor them and the commisslon will not require Central Hudson
to do so now.

8DC8AJH+ C
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warranting a different outcome. Accordingly, the request for
rehealing is denied.

In the Modification Order, and again herein, the
Cornmission explicitly considered the evidence concerning the
alleged health risks posed by AMR/AMI meters, and the
availability of electromechanica.L meters in New York State. The
Commission has reviewed the available studies and finds and
determines that the best avai.Iable scientific evidence - in
terms of the quantity and quality of studies, both independently
of each other and when considered together - supports a

conc.l-usion that the deployment of AMR by Central Hudson, and
replacement of AMR meters with solid-state meters for custorners
who opt out, is consistent with the provision of safe and
adequate utility service as that term is used in the Public
Service Law. These matters were fu11y considered by the
Commj-ssion in rendering the Modification Order decision, and
Petitioners have failed to demonstrate that any modification
thereto wouLd serve the public interest. Therefore,
reconsideration is not warranted in this case.

The coDmission orders:
1. The petition for rehearing filed by Stop Smart

Meters Ne$, York is denied in its entirety.
2. The petition for reconsideration filed by Stop

Smart Meters woodstock New York is denied in its entirety.
3. This proceeding is closed.

By the Comrnission,

KATHIEEN H. BURGESS
Secretary

( SI GNED )
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